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Lord Levisto - °2002 Levisto Z – Nektar
Until the beginning of October started by Jana Slavikova. Then 
he went to Jennifer Gates who earned several placings at 
145/150m level.

Also Jennifer Gates 
goes for Levisto Z
Levisto Z is the darling of Judy Ann Melchior. 
The sons of Levisto Z have become the newest 
best friends of no-one less than Jennifer Gates, 
daughter of Bill Gates. Jennifer is still doing her 
academical studies and spends her free time 
with Pumped Up Kicks in short “Kicks” and Lord 
Levisto, two sons of Levisto Z. Does she also like 
to conquer the world, as her father did, but in the 
sport? Z-Magazine had an exclusive interview 
with Jennifer Gates.

Jennifer Gates 
& Lord Levisto

Pumped Up Kicks (ex Levistus) - °2003 Levisto Z – San Juan
Recently (April) bought from Lillie Keenan, active at 1.60m level. 
Lillie Keenan started him constantly at the highest level at this 
year’s Winter Equestrian Festival.

Is it purely a coincidence that you have two 
products of Levisto Z in your stables or have you 
looked for them on purpose?
In May 2014, I purchased “Lord Levisto” which was my 
first descendant of Levisto Z.  I was very impressed with 
his athleticism overall, but his ability to think quickly 
and support me as a rider is what I’ve come to love most 
about him.  It didn’t take me long to realize that this is a 
breed I work very well with and vice versa. 

Can you give a description of these horses? How 
do they act under saddle, do they have more or 
less the same character or any other similarities?  
Both horses are responsive, intelligent and steady.   I’m 
still getting to know “Kicks” but I have found him to 
be similar in style to “Lord Levisto” although “Kicks” is 
less heavy in the bit.

Did you know Levisto Z from the sport and have 
you actually see him perform?  

I am interested in breeding and became aware of “Levisto 
Z” when I acquired the horses.  I wasn’t able to see him 
perform prior to his retirement but I have seen many 
videos and I think he goes in a lovely style. 

Lord Levisto did excellently in Los Angeles, what 
are your plans with him? 
Unfortunately Lord Levisto sustained an injury earlier 
this year and is rehabilitating. I am looking forward 
to getting him going again as well as getting to know 
“Kicks”.

How ambitious are you in the sport?  
I really enjoy the sport, however education is my top 
priority.   I am very excited about these two horses. I 
believe they will help me continue to improve my riding. 
 
Where does your passion for horses come from?  
I have always loved animals.   When I was young (age 
6), my parents took me to a riding school in Seattle and 
that’s where it all started. 

Are you occupied with horses on a full time 
basis? 
My education is my primary focus, but I participate in 
shows as often as my academic schedule will allow. 
 
What are your plans for the next season? 
Next season, I am looking forward to getting to know 
“Kicks” and a couple other horses.  Also, I am planning 
on jumping in smaller Grand Prixs on the west coast as 
I continue to enjoy the sport.


